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Many parallels in Chinese &
Russian history
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Ancient civilizations with cultural achievements
Non-European cultures differ from West
Large size with long common borders
Periods of humiliation that still drive diplomacy
Communist revolutions overthrew long dynasties
Forced collectivization caused massive famines
Late to modernization and industrialization
Suffered 60 million deaths in WW II
Dashed U.S. hopes that riches would democratize
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China & Russia shifting
triangular U.S. relations

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Over 200 years shifting from allies to foes
China-U.S. no relations after Mao’s rise until Nixon’s visit
Soviets provided vast support to Mao until 1969 break
U.S. triangular diplomacy - be closer to each than they are
U.S. mistaken - development hasn’t led them to democracy
◼

◼

Russia’s decline, Yeltsin’s weakness & U.S. triumphalism
led shift from cooperation to Putinism
China’s success and Xi Jinping’s “China Dream” led shift from
cooperation to competition and authoritarian state capitalism
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Backdrop of U.S.
relations with Russia
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Opposed communist revolution; WW II ally
Opposed and contained in Cold War 1947-1990
Aided Gorbechev & Yeltsin after Cold War
U.S. triumphalism, “shock therapy” & weak support
Humiliation, economic chaos, corruption, and Yeltsin’s
ineptness opened way for strongman Putin
Putin and Pres. G.W. Bush engaged – had 40 meetings
Obama’s reset failed due to Great Recession & Ukraine
Putin hated Hillary and meddled in election pro Trump
Putin and Xi think U.S. is weakening & withdrawing
Biden off to blunt beginning –”Putin is a killer”
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False U.S. forecasts of Soviet Union
◼

◼

◼

◼

Lincoln Steffens in 1931:“I

have seen the future and
it works.”
Walter Duranty of New
York Times , 1932 Pulitzer

prize for glowing reports
of Soviet Union and denial
of famine in Ukraine
Khrushchev boasted in
1956, “we will bury you”
Paul Samuelson predicted
in 1980s economic
dominance of Soviet Union

Soviet GDP % of U.S.
70% peak in 1970s
Century of USSR Percent US GDP
Year
1913
1920
1933
1946
1956
1975
1990
1999
2020

Period
Pre WW I
Post WWI & Revolution
Great Depression
Post WWII
Khrushchev "We'll bury you"
USSR Peak %
Fall Berlin Wall
Post USSR bottom
Only Russia

USSR/US
56%
20%
58%
32%
49%
70%
62%
16%
21%

Maddison Project Database, version 2018 downloaded June 1,
2019, of Real GDP in 2011 US$.

They pretend to pay us, and we pretend to work.-- Russian quip
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Westad: Why did Cold War end?
[E]nded because years of closer association between East
and West had reduced the fear that the two sides had for
each other, and because of western Europe’s proven record
of successfully integrating peripheral countries into the
European Community. It ended in 1989 because the peoples
in eastern Europe rebelled and Gorbachev did nothing to
save the Communist regimes. … The end of Communism
could happen so quickly in Europe because the ground had
already been laid and because the support of the regimes in
the East was already wafer-thin. …
By 1989, … Gorbachev wanted to make the USSR a
democratic, federal state and to pull the Communist Party,
which he still headed, along in the process.
Source: Odd Arne Westad, The Cold War – A World History, p. 579
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Transition to capitalism
catastrophic – 50% drop
and 17 years to recover
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Russians felt robbed of superpower status and
discovered were far behind the West
Oil prices declined and oligarchs stole assets
After one of deepest and longest collapse in history,
many didn’t get pensions, starved, became
unemployed, alcoholic, or criminal
West gave $21 bil. aid -- “a drop in bucket”
EU & NATO expanded to its borders
Russians regretting USSR collapse, hit 66% in 2018
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Russia’s fate linked
to oil & gas

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Yeltsin

Putin

Oil prices destroyed Yeltsin and made Putinism
Russia – ranks 2nd in oil & natural gas production
Oil & gas exports the financial foundation – 50%
budget, 60% of exports & 30% of GDP
Energy exports underlay relations with Europe,
especially Germany & Ukraine, plus China
May no longer be as McCain quipped, "a gas station
masquerading as a country”, but still oil dependent
Source: Daniel Yergin, The New Map, Chapter 9
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U.S. & Russian relations likely
poor until end (2036?) of Putinism
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Putin - hard working, sober and cunning
Uses a judo strategy of speed and agility to mitigate
competitors’ strength and rebuild an empire
Goal has been to centralize power and enrich himself
Put KGB and St Petersburg pals in control
Struck deal with oligarchs: can keep their money as
long as keep out of his way
Holds grudge for humiliation and NATO expansion
State control of oil & gas leverages his clout
Allies with China to weaken & trash U.S. & West
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Putin & XI
switched triangle
◼

◼

During Cold War U.S./China cooperated while
China/USSR at brink of war
Now U.S. vs. China + Russia
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Surge in trade to $200 bil. after U.S. sanctions on
Russia & trade war with China
They coordinate anti-U.S. geopolitical moves
New China Road to pass through Russia
Signed $400 billion 30-year gas deal
China's investments in Russia may hit $12 billion
Good fit – Russian energy for Chinese goods & services
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U.S.-Russia entering
Cold War II?
◼

◼

◼

3 decades post Cold War, U.S.
& Russia still warring geopolitically
Putin trying to reassert sway over former Soviet
states, retore Russia as great power, build new
alliances, and pushback against U.S.
However, not as threatening as China
◼
◼
◼

Russian GDP only half of USSR
GDP ranks 11th , smaller than S. Korea
GDP per capita ranks 61 – lower than China
Source: Daniel Yergin, The New Map, Chapter 9
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But don’t underestimate
Russia’s threat

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Is Russia just a troublemaker but not major threat?
No, has strengths in cyberspace, fighting force,
influence in Crimea, Syria, Venezuela, Arctic …
Underwrites right-wing populists in Europe
Exports much oil, gas, grain, nuclear power plants,
weaponry and controls pipelines
India & Turkey (in NATO) rely on Russian weaponry
With China, undermines democracy
Not a traditional superpower, but still a threat to U.S.
Source: The U.S. Should Stop Underestimating Russian Power, By Kathryn E. Stoner, WSJ, Dec. 23, 2020
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Overall Assessment:
Russia’s SWOT
◼

◼

◼

◼

Strengths internally– Huge area, military, energy
and natural resources, aggressive leader, welleducated
Weaknesses internally– Energy dependent,
declining population, kleptocracy, monopoly of
Putinism, limited warm water access, inequality and
poverty, northern climate
Opportunities externally– Leverage energy
exports, G20 & UN Security Council, Arctic, alliance
with China, global warming
Threats externally– Former satellites in EU,
sanctions for Crimea, brain drain (majority youth
want to migrate), oil price volatility, Islamic terrorism
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Backdrop of U.S.
relations with China
Three most influential leaders modern China
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

For 200 years traded and aided against Japan and Europe
In 1950, switched from Red China & supported Taiwan
After Mao split with USSR and Nixon’s 1972 visit, relations
reverted from Taiwan to mainland
U.S. traded, aided & invested as Deng modernized
U.S., as with Japan after WW II, favored China trade
Bush maintained relations despite Tiananmen
Obama’s 2012 “pivot to Asia” irked China
China boomed; Xi allied with Putin’s anti-U.S. policy
Trump pushed back with tariffs which Biden has kept
16
U.S. & China tied economically, but opposed geopolitically

China still angered by
“Century of Humiliation”
◼

◼

◼

◼

What? Imperialism by West and Japan 1839-1949 due
to Qing dynasty weaknesses
Consequence? China lost Opium wars, forced to give
concessions to great powers
End? According to Mao, when “China stood up” with
People's Republic of China in 1949
Today’s significance? “Every high school student
today learns to feel the shame of this ‘century of
humiliation’. The lesson is unmistakable: Never forget
and never again!” Graham Allison, Destined For War, page 113
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How did China rise so rapidly?
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Started at bottom & catch-up benefits
Rural economy with unlimited labor
Buried Mao & his isolationist ideology
Embraced Deng’s pragmatism & opening to world
Post Cold War favorable era for globalization –
benefited China’s trade-driven growth
West aided – attracted to billion customers, lowcost assembling and counter to Soviets
Almost magical confluence of factors enabled China’s rise
–

Peter Zeihan
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Thanks to rise, China
shifted from “hide and
bide” to “show and tell”
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Pres. Clinton extended normal trade relations
In WTO, trade soared $16 to $600 bil.
China adopted “going global” - supplanted U.S. as
world’s largest exporter
Great Recession of 2008-9, discredited U.S. model
Xi Jinping proclaimed “China Dream” rejuvenation, global assertiveness & Putin alliance
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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China’s Belt and
Road – Bolstering
China at home and
abroad
◼

China Investments and Projects
2005-2020
Region/Country
World Total
Europe
US
Australia
North America (x US)
Pakistan
Russia
India
Japan

Bil $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,095
428
189
120
72
60
56
35
11

Share
100%
20%
9%
6%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%

BRI - largest global infrastructure
project, surpassing Marshall Plan
© Data compiled by The American Enterprise Insti
Some see it as China’s strategy for global
domination, yet maybe half in U.S. & allies
But a new report argues BRI is for domestic political
stability, which relies on steady economic growth
BRI fills a void left by U.S. & allies who will become
bystanders China draws countries into its orbit
China Global Investment Tracker, by American
Enterprise Institute and Heritage Foundation

◼

◼

◼

Source: Belt & Road report CFR, March 23, 2021
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China & U.S. have common trade partners
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Trade partners & political Comparison of China and US
trade partners, 2017-18 ($bil)
foes overlap
Country/
China
US
region Trade Rank Trade Rank Ran
Japan, S Korea, Taiwan,
World
4,107 -3,888 -1,
Australia, & India major
US
583
1 --China
--635
2
U.S. allies, but China
EU
573
2 718
1
trade more
Japan
303
3 204
4
U.S. bigger than China – Hong Kong 287 4 47 19
S Korea
280
5 120
6
EU, Canada & Mexico
Taiwan
200
6
68
11
136
7
35
23
Russia ranks low for both Australia
Mexico
90
9 558
3
Point: Despite political
India
84
11
74
9
84
12
24
30
differences – U.S. & China Russia
Canada
52
16 582
2
have big economic ties
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Chinese military & economic
power and aims
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

No other modern nation, other than U.S. during Cold
War, has assembled such power and global influence
Aims to supplant U.S. as dominant power in Asia
Authoritarian state capitalism enables it to direct
state-owned enterprises and banks leverage its
economic power and discipline opposition
Insists BRI recipients recognize “One China” policy
and cut ties with Taiwan
BRI projects prominently located in big cities &
source of local pride
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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China’s cyber & propaganda
power
◼
◼

◼

100,000 in cyber group make countless attacks
Cyber capabilities can cripple infrastructure,
monitor people, and use as weapons
Equipment of world’s largest 5-G company Huawei
◼
◼

◼

◼

Can eavesdrop
Enable authoritarians to surveil and control populations

Media propaganda and Confucius Institutes global,
but have controls foreign media & NGOs
High profile BRI projects boost autocrats and
adherents
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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China is far more
formidable than USSR was
◼

◼

[A] quarter of a century after the collapse of
the USSR a new rival …has emerged, one far
more formidable …than the Soviet Union. …
China, by contrast, has a huge and growing economy and …
has lifted hundreds of millions of its people out of poverty.
It has built new cities and an enviable modern
infrastructure. Its educational and technological
achievements—and potential—are daunting. It has
undertaken vast new initiatives to build infrastructure in
countries throughout Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, and
is expanding its economic and trading relationships globally.
…China is … a multidimensional power eager to challenge
the United States in every sphere.
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020, Prologue
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China believes
balance of power is
shifting in its favor
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S./China relations = authoritarian vs. democracy
Both China & Russia think U.S. led LIO is over
Biden seeking allies as precondition to China talks
Ultimately, U.S. & China must acknowledge are
incompatible, but also intertwined
Must avoid unintentional provocations and
facilitate transactional cooperation
Thawing of tensions is a long way off
Source: The U.S. and China finally get real with each other, by Thomas Wright, WSJ, March 22, 2021
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Russia & China now testing
Biden in prelude to
bargaining
◼
◼
◼
◼

U.S. accuses China of rights violations & cybercrimes
Biden said “Putin a killer”; so Russia recalled ambassador
U.S. is China’s biggest market, it can ill afford to lose
Russia/China alliance problematic
◼ Economically, because neither market can support other
◼ Militarily, because have differing vulnerabilities
◼
◼

◼

Threat to China is naval, but Russia’s navy limited
Threat to Russia is terrestrial, but far from China

Hopefully, China/U.S. will reach agreement, and Russia will
do the same, at least with Europe
Geopolitical Futures, March 23, 2021, Russia, China and the United States: First Shots, By George Friedman
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What are Xi’s
economic goals?

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Transform China from low-wage manufacturing
exporter to high-wage tech-driven & service
economy
By 2035, be a “fully modern” economy & society
“Going Out” – more external business
Currency (Renminbi -RMB) wider acceptance
New international system whose underlying rules
will be increasingly shaped by China
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Worse than Cold War, may
be destined for real war?
China and the United States are heading
toward a war neither wants. The reason is Thucydides’s
Trap, a deadly pattern …that results when a rising power
challenges a ruling one. …Over the past 500 years, these
conditions have occurred sixteen times. War broke out in
twelve of them. Today, as an unstoppable China
approaches an immovable America … the seventeenth
case looks grim. Unless China is willing to scale back its
ambitions or Washington can accept becoming number
two in the Pacific, a trade conflict, cyberattack, or
accident at sea could soon escalate into all-out war.
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Despite pandemic and U.S.
angst, China still deal-making
◼

New Iran-China deal of oil for investments in
nuclear energy, ports, railroads, military
technology & joint bank
◼

◼

Will aid Iran evade U.S. sanctions
and way out of strangulation

Dec 30, EU & China business investment deal
◼
◼
◼

Gives EU additional access to China market
Deflects EU pressure to reform
Is a wedge China wants to divide EU and U.S.
Source: Iran, China Sign Economic, Security Agreement, Challenging U.S. Pressure, WSJ By Sune Engel Rasmussen and
Aresu Eqbali, March 27, 2021
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Overall Assessment - China SWOTS
Internal strengths
◼

◼
◼
◼

Unprecedented growth
Large size & population
Ability to direct resources
Determined leadership

External opportunities
◼
◼
◼

◼

Global trade leader
Construction capability
Growing influence – Africa,
S. America, Europe, Russia
Cyber & AI capacity, fast
growing military

Internal weaknesses
Resource & energy shortages
Local corruption
Pollution
Political fragility if GDP slows

◼
◼
◼

◼

External threats
◼
◼
◼
◼

North Korean collapse
U.S., Japan, India, Taiwan
Malacca Straits choke point
Energy & resource
dependency
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China & Russia - America’s main threats
Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Perilous times – Reduced cooperation in West and
closer alliances in East
New but different Cold War emerging
Both Putin and Xi long prospective tenures, budding
alliances, tight grips on power, state capitalism, antiWest fixations pose looming treats to LIO
Per Class #3, U.S. & West alliance not yet overpowered, but needs to repair fences and economies
World no longer unipolar nor bipolar, but multipolar

Chinese curse – May you live in interesting times
Next: Apr 8: America’s major allies - EU, Japan, & India
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Appendix of background information

Timeline of U.S.-Russia Relations (1979 -2020)
1979 Dec – Soviets invade Afghanistan and U.S.
boycotted 1980 Soviet Olympics and ended grain sales
1983 -Reagan calls Soviet Union “Evil Empire” and
announces “Star Wars” defense system
1985 - Gorbachev elected Communist Party head
1987- Time names Gorbachev man of decade
1988 Feb - Soviet forces withdraw from Afghanistan 8
years after invasion
1989 Nov 9 - Fall of Berlin Wall and basically marking
end of Cold War
1990 Oct - German reunification
1990 Dec - Gorbachev wins the Nobel Peace Prize.
1991 Dec Dissolution of the Soviet Union
1992-3 U.S. pledges $6.1 bil assistance to Russia.
1997 - Russia admitted to G8.
1999 Dec - Yeltsin resigns Putin becomes president
2001 Sep 11 - Putin becomes first foreign leader to call
Bush after 9/11 attacks.
2003 - Russia opposes U.S.-led invasion of Iraq:
2008 May- Putin’s presidency ends and becomes prime
minister under Medvedev in “tandemocracy”
2008 - Russia and Georgia war
2009 - After conflict in Georgia, Obama calls for reset in
relations and renewed cooperation

2012 Mar - Putin elected to third presidential term
2012 Aug- Russia joins the WTO
2012 Sep - USAID is expelled from Russia.
2013 Jun - Edward Snowden arrives in Russia, after
making largest U.S. intelligence leak
2014 Mar – After ouster of Yanukovych in Ukraine,
Russia annexes Crimea and is suspended from G8
2018 - U.S. in great-power competition with Russia and
its efforts to undermine democracy & “shatter” NATO
2019 - U.S. accuses Russia of "grand designs of
dominating Europe” and increases troops in Poland
2019 - Putin says “liberal idea” has “outlived its purpose”
2020 - Russia made massive cyberattack closing
Georgian websites in October 2019
2020 – Half that PEW polled of NATO believe should not
defend a fellow NATO ally against attack from Russia
2019 Mar- Russian amendment allows Putin to serve
until 2036 at age 83
2020 - U.S. accuses Russia, China and Iran of
disinformation against the U.S. on COVID-19 pandemic.
2020 - U.S. accuses Russia SolarWinds hack, one of
largest cyber attacks of U.S government
2020 - Putin becomes one of last world leaders
to congratulate Biden who later calls Putin “a murderer”
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Appendix of background information

Timeline of China and U.S. relations
1784 — New York merchants open trade with China
1912-41 – U.S. forces sent to protect American interests in China
1937 – Japan invades China, Roosevelt does not counter
1949 – Mao establishes communism and U.S. switches to support Taiwan Nationalists
1950 – Stalin begins support of Mao with massive technical and financial aid
1952 – Great Lap Forward to covert peasants into communist communes results up to 55 mil. deaths
1966-76 – Cultural Revolution to purge Mao’s capitalist enemies results in million deaths
1969 - Sino-Soviet Border conflict, relations severed, and advisors return to USSR
1972 - Feb 21 President Nixon’s historic visit after 20 years of isolation
1980 – After Mao’s 1976 death, Deng begins economic opening and modernization
1979 – U.S. switches recognition from Taiwan to China, but keeps supporting Taiwan
1989 – Tiananmen Square uprising hardens Communist Party grip, but U.S. maintains relations
2000 – Normalized U.S.-China trade relations
2001 - China admitted to World Trade Organization
2008 – Beijing Olympics – China’s global coming out extravaganza
2012 – Xi Jinping becomes president - most powerful since Mao
2013 - Belt and Road Initiative launched and opened to all countries
2014 - $400 bil. 30-year natural gas deal with Russia
2015 - U.S. warns China over South China Sea
2018 - Trump 15% tariffs target $300 bil. imports China for lack of reciprocity
2020 – U.S.-China tensions soar during Covid-19 pandemic
2021 – New Biden Administration officials open divisive talks with China and retain tariffs
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Appendix of background information

China-Russia relations: Multiple shifts from foes
to friends, but now closest since 1950s
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

1917 – In Russian Oct Revolution, U.S. & China supported losing Whites against winning Reds
1923 - Soviets initially supported Nationalists against communists
1949 - With Soviet support the communists won the provided much aid
1961 - Mao accused Soviets of revisionism and alliance ended
1969 - Border war but after Khrushchev replaced and Deng began tension lessened
1979 - China invaded Vietnam, a Soviet ally and China aided Afghans against Soviets
1982 - Restored diplomatic relations after 20-year rupture
1985 - Sino-Soviet border calmed and resumed trade which is headed to $200 bil.
1991 - With Soviet collapse de facto U.S.–China alliance ended; China–Russia rapprochement
began
2013 - Xi Jinping and Putin announced forging a special relationship
2015 - Russia raised concerns about China's ambitions in Central Asia
2016 - Russia-China trade surged as U.S. tightened sanctions on Russia and U.S.-China trade war
2019 - U.S. complains about South China Sea, trade policies, and piracy and Russia about Crimea
2020 - Still disputes over Russia's annexation of Crimea and China's claims in South China Sea.
2021 - Nevertheless, have best terms since 1950s and agreement to coordinate diplomatic and
economic moves, against U.S.
2021 – Both suspicious of Western interference and tightening controls over their own societies
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